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Abstract 
The paper describes application of the theory of the critical distance on multiaxially loaded notched components, including both
high mean loads and non-proportional loading. The notches range from very sharp ones with notch radius 0.11 mm to a very mild 
case of the shoulder-fillet. The applicability was checked only for the fatigue limit or fatigue endurance values and no attempts
on finite life solution were made. Five different methods, both of integral and critical plane types, were checked with the critical 
distance solution, with the best results obtained for the Papuga PCr method solution. The definition of the critical distance by the 
check of the first principal stress for the simple push-pull fatigue limit is concluded to provide acceptable results. 
Keywords: fatigue analysis; S-N curve; multiaxial fatigue; FEA-post-processing 
1. Introduction 
Necessity to cope with the notch effect during fatigue analysis on any real industrial component is undeniable, 
because notches are one of the dominant reasons for the fatigue damage initiation. The common use of notch factors 
and nominal solution is not easily applicable in modern analyses based on finite element analyses data. Another 
solution able to work with simple elastic FEA solution in a more automated function is therefore sought. 
The notch evaluations range from very simple analyses to very complicated. The simplest solution at all is based 
on the Peterson’s assumption that stressing at a reference locality in some specific distance from the notch root can 
be used for the fatigue limit evaluation. This is not the only solution marked as the theory of the critical distance 
(TCD) that gained recently big popularity as a result of Taylor’s [1] and Susmel’s [2] joint effort. Other variants 
evaluating the stresses along a path starting at the notch root and going inwards or in a adjacent area or volume were 
also proposed. On the other hand, another competing theory of the relative stress gradient effect [3] is also popular 
and even has led to real commercial applications (FemFat). Nevertheless, the stress gradient is substantially 
dependent on the mesh quality, which should necessitate some clearer rules that the authors are lacking. Even if such 
rules are defined, than the similitude to the theory of the critical distance is obvious. Therefore, the authors’ effort in 
extending the applicability of the criteria for multiaxial fatigue limit evaluation ([4], [5]) also to notched 
components, was focused on the Peterson’s variant of the TCD from the start. 
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The previous attempts (e.g. [2]) concern applications of the theory on multiaxially loaded specimens as well, but 
a broader finite life region of mid- and high-cycle fatigue is evaluated and only moderate mean loads are applied. On 
the contrary, the authors of the present paper decided to constrain the focus further to the fatigue limit (or fatigue 
limit endurance) region only, so that the evaluation of individual methods’ applicability was more straightforward 
and only a minor effect of localized plasticity could be induced. The experience gained during the fatigue limit 
criteria evaluation [6] shows that the mean stress effect is often more pronounced than the effect of the non-
proportional loading and should not be in any case left aside. The goal was therefore set also on encompassing also 
experimental data where the mean stress effect would be more pronounced. 
2. Theory of the critical distance 
The theory of critical distances is the name for the class of theories which predict the effect of notches and other 
stress concentration features by considering the stress field in the region close to the notch root. There are two 
parameters required, a characteristic distance L and a characteristic stress ıo. The condition for failure is that ıo
becomes equal to the stress field over a distance which is a function of L. Distance L may be considered [2] to be a 
material constant. The simplest possible version of the TCD is well known Point Method (PM), in which an elastic 
stress analysis is used and the criterion for failure is the stress equal to ıo at a given distance from the notch root. If 
the loading is tensile and the notch lies perpendicular to the loading axis, ıo is expressed in terms of the notch 
opening stress, equal to the maximum principal stress, and the critical distance is located along a line forming the 
extension of the notch, in the direction of expected crack growth.  
In the second version of the TCD - Line Method (LM), the failure is assumed to occur when ıo is equal to the 
average elastic stress along a line of a given length; the line is drawn in the same direction as that for the PM. The 
Area Method (AM) involves averaging the stress over an area in the vicinity of the notch. The Volume Method 
(VM) makes use of a volume average. In the case of AM and VM the same definition of L can be used, but the 
analysis is complicated and obviously depends on the shape of the chosen area or volume.  
From the engineering point of view, the point method is the most promising solution, because of its minimum 
requirements on the mesh quality. Therefore, the focus of the started research presented here was placed on this 
simplest solution and the more sophisticated variants will follow only later. 
As already mentioned, the characteristic length is referred to be a material constant [2]. The critical distances by 
the PM, LM, AM or VM are not the same but are derived from the characteristic length. The designations L used in 
this paper will not concern the characteristic length, but the critical distance itself as necessary for the application of 
the PM method. The check of the PM method validity or of the multixial fatigue limit criteria is realized not on the 
basis of the characteristic length or its relation to LM, AM or VM. The goal of the paper is checking the existence of 
one single point not far from the notch apex that can be used as the reference point for similar analysis including 
various load combinations and different notch shapes. Logically, if the method has to be applicable in the 
engineering practice than the way of the L critical distance has to be in some way related to the material parameters 
(or notch parameters, potentially), but this is not validated at all. Nevertheless, a similar check of series of 
experimental results on the same material but various notches can give the answer on the most important question, 
which is whether the critical distance is solely material parameter or not. 
3. Criteria for the multiaxial fatigue limit evaluation 
The fatigue limit evaluation is substantially simplified when compared to the finite live estimation. Only the 
following condition is checked: 
).(..)()().(.. 1 materialSHRfNgbCfaloadSHL =≤⋅+⋅= −  (1) 
In the multiaxial fatigue analysis, the most often solution evaluates the load effects on selected planes, which are 
decomposed to shear stress C and normal stress N. The damage parameter formed on the left hand side is thus 
compared to the f-1 fatigue limit under reversed push-pull loading. If the inequality is fulfilled the loading is lower 
than the fatigue limit and the specimen will not break. For experimentally set fatigue limits, the relative evaluation 
of the condition leading to the FI fatigue index definition: 
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).(..).(.. materialSHRloadSHLFI = (2) 
should be equal to unity, i.e. both sides should be equal. Fatigue index greater than 1 computed for such fatigue 
limit experiments mean that the criterion is over-conservative (safe) and values lower designate un-safe prediction.  
Papuga realized detailed evaluation of various multiaxial fatigue limit criteria on smooth unnotched specimens 
recently [4], [5], [6] and placed the computed results to the open Internet database FatLim available on 
http://www.pragtic.com/experiments.php. Some properties of individual criteria described hereafter are derived from 
evaluation of their results as provided in FatLim. 
Results of all calculations presented hereafter were obtained from PragTic fatigue solver developed by Papuga. 
This freeware can be downloaded from http://www.pragtic.com and interested researchers can ask for the provision 
of its source code as well. 
3.1. Susmel 
The criterion is a combination of the Ca shear stress amplitude and the Na/Ca stress ratio: 
1−≤
⋅+
⋅+⋅ f
C
NdNbCa
a
mSua
SuaSu
. (3) 
The material parameters can be found e.g. in [7], with the exception of dSu. This is an additional parameter added 
to the criterion later [9], because of the too strong mean stress effect observable for the original dSu = 1. 
Nevertheless, Susmel does not provide any clear proposal on its determination except for its tuning to the 
experimental data. Its value was thus set as dSu = 0.35 for all data items gathered in FatLim and the same value is 
accepted also here. 
The left hand side of the Susmel criterion has to be solved for the plane with the maximum shear stress range 
during the loading. Acceptance of this solution instead of the more common maximizing of the left hand side over 
all planes could be the reason, why the results of calculations for the non-proportional experiments show too great 
scatter (this can be checked in FatLim).
3.2. Papadopoulos 
This criterion published e.g. in [10] is one of the most popular methods in research practice, potentially also 
because of the possibility to reduce it to a simple analytical form for the unnotched specimens and axial and torsion 
loading. It is an integral criterion with the formula as follows: 
( )( ) 1max,2 0 0
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π
ϕ
π
ψ
π
χ . (4) 
On the other hand, the necessity to integrate the resolved shear stress Ta (which is a shear stress vector projected 
to a specific direction on the examined plane) three times is the reason of its minimum applicability in commercial 
applications. The integrated term is accompanied by a linear form of the maximum hydrostatic stress σH,max.  As 
regards the predictive efficiency, its results rank  somewhere to the middle of the 18 criteria evaluated in FatLim. 
3.3. Liu & Zenner 
An interesting discussion [11] on the Liu & Zenner criterion has been started after Papadopoulos et al. dismissed 
it from their evaluation because of the too many material parameters necessary for its run and also because of its 
dependency on the mean torsion load. The criterion belongs to the integral family of criteria and integrates the 
damage parameter over all planes: 
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Its application necessitates also knowledge on the scarcely available fatigue limit in repeated torsion t0. Zenner & 
Liu propose to use following approximation for such cases: 
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 (5) 
This formula is used also here, whenever the t0 material parameter is not available. The range of results of the 
criterion is approximately similar to the Papadopoulos method, but it provides better mean value and also the scatter 
of data is more suitable. 
3.4. Papuga PCr 
The Papuga PCr criterion was published in full detail in [5]: 
( ) 12 −≤⋅+⋅+⋅ fNdNbCa mPCaPCaPC (6) 
In comparison to the Susmel method, it assumes maximization of the left hand side. Even after the detailed 
evaluation reported in FatLim, the criterion remains to be the best available, apparently because of the well-tuned 
mean stress effect above all. 
4. Experimental data 
Experimental data analyzed in the present paper intercept the notches range from very sharp, with notch radius 
0.11 mm to a very mild case of the shoulder-fillet. The experiments concern mostly tension and torsion load case 
combinations, but also uniaxial load cases on notched configurations are involved. The geometry of notches and 
load cases with refer to literature are shown in the Table 2. The only case including also plain bending relate to 
Simbürger’s tests [15], which is atypical also by the type of the notch. The materials concerned the experimental 
data in the present paper are general structural steels. The main mechanical properties are summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1. Material parameters of individual sets of experiments. 
Material Ref. Ε [MPa] σu [MPa] σy [MPa] f-1 [MPa] t-1 [MPa] f0 [MPa] t0 [MPa] 
C40 [12] 206 000 715 537 264.2 195.8   
En3B [8] 208 500 676 653 345.9 268.3 606.6  
Low carbon steel [13], [14] 186 000 500 312 228.6 188.7  
Ck45 [15] 212000 850 812 461 277 802 524 
34CrMo4 [16]  902.5 706.5 398 298 646 536 
Table 2. Description of data sets. Ten~tension, To~torsion, PB~plain bending, MSE~mean loads involved. 
Material Ref. Notch No. of data items Load cases 
C40 [12] V-notch, r=0.5 mm 6 Ten+To, MSE to R=-0.27 
En3B [8] V-notch, r=0.2, r=1.25 and r=4.0 mm 14 Ten+To, MSE to R=0
Low carbon steel [13], [14] V-notch, r=0.2 and r=0.4 mm 6 Ten+To, no MSE 
Ck45 [15] Shoulder-fillet r=5 mm 12 PB+To, MSE to R=0
34CrMo4 [16] V-notch, r=0.11 and r=0.5 mm 16 Ten+To, pronounced MSE 
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5. Results
Two most basic ways of the critical distance determination were checked for all analyzed computational 
methods. Both of the solutions search along a path perpendicular to the notch root. The first solution checks the 
local values of the first (highest) principal stress and compares it to the f-1 fatigue limit of the fully reversed push-
pull loading of smooth unnotched specimen (in conformity with [2]). Here the distance, where both values match, is 
designated as Lc1. The second solution looks for the distance Lcf, at which the value of the damage parameter is equal 
to the same fatigue limit, i.e. FI = 1. An overview of retrieved critical distances for both versions can be found in 
Table 3. 
Table 3. Critical distances found for individual notches. 
Set of   Ratio Calculation 
experiments Notch Lc1 [mm] Lcf [mm] Lcf/Lc1 Method 
0.252 150% Liu & Zenner 
0.134 80% Papadopoulos 
0.168 100% Papuga PCr 
Atzori [12] V-notch,r=0.5 mm 0.168
0.260 155% Susmel 
0.137 127% Liu & Zenner 
0.083 76% Papadopoulos 
0.094 87% Papuga PCr
Baier [16] V-notch,r=0.5 mm 0.108
0.108 100% Susmel 
0.197 218% Liu & Zenner 
0.092 101% Papadopoulos 
0.099 110% Papuga PCr 
V-notch,
r=0.2 mm 0.091
0.089 99% Susmel 
0.258 237% Liu & Zenner 
0.121 111% Papadopoulos 
0.128 117% Papuga PCr 
Qilafku
[13], [14] 
V-notch,
r=0.4 mm 0.109
0.135 124% Susmel 
1.565 129% Liu & Zenner 
1.200 99% Papadopoulos 
1.320 108% Papuga PCr 
Simbürger
[15] 
Shoulder-
fillet 1.218
1.475 121% Susmel 
0.038 165% Liu & Zenner 
0.013 56% Papadopoulos 
0.016 71% Papuga PCr
Susmel, 
Taylor [8] 
V-notch,
r=0.2 mm 0.023
0.024 105% Susmel 
The envelope of the Susmel criterion results for Susmel and Taylor data shown in Fig. 1 are accompanied also by 
a curve showing the course of FI for the f-1 fatigue limit experiment. The curve has an uncommon shape in 
comparison to any other criterion, reaching a local minimum not far away from the notch apex and again going 
upwards. A similar behavior for f-1 experiments was observed for other notches as well. It can be accepted as  
characteristics of the criterion, but the problem is that in some cases (Qilafku [13]) the curve does not reach FI = 1 at 
all and remains above it. In such cases, Lcf length was determined in the local minimum of the curve. Fig. 1 shows 
another debatable case, where the FI = 1 threshold is crossed twice. Here the shorter distance was accepted as the 
final result. No other criterion from the tested ones shows a similar behavior. 
Although 5 different data sources were evaluated, only those by Qilafku et al. ([13], [14]) provided the f-1 fatigue 
limit for more than one notch configuration. It was thus possible to check how far the values of both critical 
distances differ for individual methods at least here – see Table 3. Unluckily, both these specimen types were 
designed with quite sharp notches. Anyway, the change of notch root radius r=0.2 to 0.4 mm is also related to the 
increase of Lc1 by 20% and even higher increase by the Lcf (50% by the Susmel criterion and approx. 30% by the rest 
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of criteria). A more complete comparison providing the same information for both mild and sharp notches is 
missing. The data retrieved by Taylor and Susmel [8] refer to such configurations, but the f-1 fatigue limit is 
available only for the sharpest variant. Although the envelope curves in Fig. 1 seem to represent quite dissimilar 
trends, the distances of interest show quite similar ranges of results at least by Papuga PCr and Liu & Zenner 
criteria. Anyhow, such a proof is so little verified by a larger set of data that the need of more thorough check is 
obvious. The shortage of more complex data does not allow a definite answer, but it seems that the application of the 
PM method has to be accompanied by evaluation of the notch shape (similar to [17]). 
Another interesting aspect is the difference between both ways of the critical distance evaluation. The check of 
Table 3, where both values of the retrieved critical distances are given for every notch and calculation method, 
shows that some probably more general trends can be found. The application of the Liu & Zenner criterion leads to 
higher values of the Lcf distances in comparison to Lc1 and thus it can be expected that the results of the Lcf variant 
will be less conservative. The Papadopoulos criterion has opposite behavior and both resting criterions do not show 
so pronounced trends. These trends manifest themselves also in comparison of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, or in the calculation 
of basic statistics in Table 4. 
Fig. 1. The envelopes of FI values along the path perpendicular to the notch root for Taylor’s and Susmel’s experiments [8]. The solid lines 
represent the notch with r=0.2mm, dotted lines correspond to r=1.25mm and dashed lines to r=4.0mm.  
In order to compare the experimental and prediction data, the fatigue index error is defined as: 
1−=Δ FIFI (7) 
The statistics in Table 4 is not accompanied by the range of values parameter, which is otherwise provided in 
FatLim or [5], [6]. The histograms in Figs. 2 and 3 show that there are some specific tests, which are distinctly 
falling far outside of an acceptable range of results. These are two tests from the Baier’s data retrieved on specimens 
with the sharpest notch with r=0.11 mm. The first of them concerns the load case with a pronounced static push 
load. The criteria used in the computations are zeroing any negative normal stress, which is the commonly used 
technique ensuring conservativeness. The application of the same principle here nevertheless influences the overall 
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statistics negatively. The second problematic data item concerns extremely high mean tension load, far exceeding 
the yield limit and small torsion amplitude. The same problem with prediction of the most of the criteria was already 
found for similar load configurations on unnotched specimens as reported in the FatLim database (BAI09 data item). 
Both these items therefore present extreme load cases. The evaluation of data provided in histograms is the best for 
referring on fruitfulness of individual criteria. 
Apparently, results of the Papuga PCr criterion are the best ones among the tested criteria. Nevertheless, the 
testing set was so small that its further replenishment is urgently needed. The 54 experiments covered here are far 
from allowing any generalization on the notch severity, modes of loading, etc. Anyway, it is also obvious that 
selected methods are not working badly for given configurations and the applicability of the TCD for the multiaxial 
loading was shown to provide quite acceptable results, with the exception of pronounced mean loads. 
Table 4. Statistics overview of both methods of the critical distance determination and four multiaxial criteria examined. 
ΔFI solved with Lcf ΔFI solved with Lc1Method
average st. dev. average st. dev. 
Liu & Zenner -0.8% 24.3% 11.5% 29.5% 
Papadopoulos 19.3% 36.1% 14.7% 32.7% 
Papuga PCr 11.5% 20.1% 10.7% 18.2% 
Susmel 12.4% 26.7% 14.7% 26.3% 
Fig. 2. Histograms of the fatigue index errors ΔFI for the Lc1 variant. 
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From the practical point of view, the use of the Lc1 critical distance scheme can be recommended on the basis of 
current results. The value of the first principal stress can be quickly retrieved in any FEA post-processor. The results 
derived from it are shifted to the safe side, which is acceptable for the engineering practice, and the standard 
deviation does not change substantially for both critical distance schemes. The only exception is the Liu & Zenner 
criterion, where the Lcf based results are clearly better. Nevertheless, it should be reminded that the testing is 
encompassing a very limited set of data and its extension is necessary. 
The comparison of the individual notch types allows another reflection. Susmel in [2] argues that the critical 
distance (or the characteristic length more precisely) is a material parameter, and provides a table of materials and 
related characteristic lengths (ranging from 0.005 mm to 4.406 mm). The test set here is a collection of quite severe 
notches with the exception of the Simbürger’s experiments. Apparently (Table 3), the critical distance found on 
these specimens is distinctly different. The authors are not persuaded about critical distance being a material 
property. The data collected here does not allow any conclusion on that topic, but the distinctly different mode of 
loading (plain bending by Simbürger and push-pull elsewhere) and the notch severity of this data set could be 
understood as relating to the difference in the critical distance. 
Fig. 3. Histograms of the fatigue index error ΔFI for the Lcf variant. 
6. Conclusion 
The paper describes an attempt to apply the point method of the theory of the critical distances family to the 
multiaxially loaded notched specimens at the fatigue limit region. Four different multiaxial damage parameters are 
checked with it – Liu & Zenner, Papadopoulos, Papuga PCr and Susmel. A set of 54 experimental data items mostly 
referring to quite sharp notches is used for the analysis. 
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The results are showing good applicability of the method for the selected notch configurations. The use of the 
first principal stress for the determination of critical length is providing acceptable results. Although some its results 
are slightly inferior to the Lcf type of the solution, its simplicity in the FEA-data post-processing and more or less 
general trend to provide reasonably conservative prediction have to be highlighted. 
Because of the very similar notch configurations, the check if the critical distance is really a material parameter 
could not be performed. Authors plan to find more data items that could solve this problem, because it significantly 
affects any engineering usability of the method. 
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